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IntroductionIntroduction

►►2005 American Heart Association Guidelines 2005 American Heart Association Guidelines 
for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and 
Emergency Cardiovascular Care: Emergency Cardiovascular Care: 
unconscious adult patients with ROSC after unconscious adult patients with ROSC after 
outout--ofof--hospital cardiac arrest should be hospital cardiac arrest should be 
cooled to 32cooled to 32°°C to 34C to 34°°C for 12 to 24 hoursC for 12 to 24 hours

►►Which target temperature is more Which target temperature is more 
efficacious?efficacious?

METHODSMETHODS

Study populationStudy population

►►A 1300A 1300--bed urban tertiary hospital with an bed urban tertiary hospital with an 
annual ICU census of 900annual ICU census of 900

►►A standardized prospective study of patients A standardized prospective study of patients 
with ROSC (>24 hours) after an outwith ROSC (>24 hours) after an out--ofof--
hospital cardiac arrest and received hospital cardiac arrest and received 
therapeutic hypothermia between March therapeutic hypothermia between March 
2007 and December 20082007 and December 2008

Exclusion criteriaExclusion criteria

►►Age<18 years, pregnant, SBP<90 mm Age<18 years, pregnant, SBP<90 mm 
Hg under Hg under inotropicinotropic agents, severe agents, severe 
metabolic metabolic acidemicacidemic pH<7.1, preexisting pH<7.1, preexisting 
coagulopathycoagulopathy, informed consent did , informed consent did 
not obtained.not obtained.

Therapeutic hypothermiaTherapeutic hypothermia

►► After admission to the ICU, hypothermia initiated After admission to the ICU, hypothermia initiated 
and maintained for 24 hours, using endovascular and maintained for 24 hours, using endovascular 
cooling system or a surface cooling system ice cooling system or a surface cooling system ice 
pack with neuromuscular blocking and sedative pack with neuromuscular blocking and sedative 
agents to prevent shivering.agents to prevent shivering.

►► After 24 hours, After 24 hours, rewarmingrewarming was started was started 
(approximately 0.3(approximately 0.3°°C/h)C/h)

►► Core temperature was monitored by rectal probeCore temperature was monitored by rectal probe



Clinical evaluation and outcomesClinical evaluation and outcomes

►►Mortality and neurologic Mortality and neurologic outcomes(cerebraloutcomes(cerebral
performance category [CPC])performance category [CPC])

►►Early complications developed during Early complications developed during 
therapeutic hypothermia (inducing, therapeutic hypothermia (inducing, 
maintaining, and maintaining, and rewarmingrewarming), and late ), and late 
complications developed after therapeutic complications developed after therapeutic 
hypothermia.hypothermia.

Statistical analysisStatistical analysis

►►The data were analyzed using SPSS The data were analyzed using SPSS 
software, version 11.5 (SPSS, Inc, software, version 11.5 (SPSS, Inc, 
Chicago, Ill).Chicago, Ill).

►►Statistical significance was defined as a Statistical significance was defined as a 
P value less than 0.05.P value less than 0.05.

RESULTSRESULTS

Basal characteristics of patientsBasal characteristics of patients

Basal characteristics of patientsBasal characteristics of patients OutcomesOutcomes



Basal characteristics of patients following Basal characteristics of patients following 
to each target temperatureto each target temperature

Early complications by target Early complications by target 
temperaturetemperature

Late complications by target Late complications by target 
temperaturetemperature

Multiple logistic regression Multiple logistic regression 
analysesanalyses

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

►►PostcardiacPostcardiac arrest syndrome:arrest syndrome:
Whole body ischemia, global tissue and organ Whole body ischemia, global tissue and organ 
injuryinjury
ReperfusionReperfusion

►►Post cardiac arrest brain injuryPost cardiac arrest brain injury
Impaired Impaired cerebrovascularcerebrovascular autoregulationautoregulation,,
Cerebral edema, Cerebral edema, 
PostischemicPostischemic neurodegenerationneurodegeneration



►►Rationale for use of hypothermiaRationale for use of hypothermia
Generation of free radicals and other mediators Generation of free radicals and other mediators 
during reperfusionduring reperfusion

►►Mild degree of therapeutic hypothermia(32Mild degree of therapeutic hypothermia(32--
35) should be performed in patients who 35) should be performed in patients who 
are are hemodynamicallyhemodynamically stablestable

CoagulopathyCoagulopathy, arrhythmias, , arrhythmias, overdropoverdrop of of 
temperature, hypotension, and infectiontemperature, hypotension, and infection

►►Mild hypothermia(32Mild hypothermia(32--35)35)
Patient is in an excitation (responsive) stagePatient is in an excitation (responsive) stage
Attempt to adjust physiologically and retain and Attempt to adjust physiologically and retain and 
generate heatgenerate heat
Cardiac output and blood pressure may be Cardiac output and blood pressure may be 
markedly markedly depressed(negativedepressed(negative inotropicinotropic and and 
chronotropicchronotropic))-->>hypovolemiahypovolemia
Risk for Risk for dysrhythmiadysrhythmia at body temperatures less at body temperatures less 
than 30than 30°°C;C;

►►1950s, Moderate hypothermia (281950s, Moderate hypothermia (28--3232°°C) C) 
was applied to patients with ROSCwas applied to patients with ROSC

Trend to improve outcomeTrend to improve outcome
Results were inconclusive and therapy was Results were inconclusive and therapy was 
stopped because of the adverse effectsstopped because of the adverse effects

►►Hutchison et al: hypothermia therapy after Hutchison et al: hypothermia therapy after 
traumatic brain injury in childrentraumatic brain injury in children

Target temperature to 32.5Target temperature to 32.5°°C for 24 hoursC for 24 hours
Trend toward increased mortality in the Trend toward increased mortality in the 
hypothermia grouphypothermia group
No evidence of a benefit to secondaryNo evidence of a benefit to secondary
Outcomes( functional and Outcomes( functional and neuropsychologicneuropsychologic
outcomes,lengthoutcomes,length of stay in the ICU or hospital, of stay in the ICU or hospital, 
and adverse events.)and adverse events.)

►►External methods are slowed by the body's External methods are slowed by the body's 
selfregulatingselfregulating mechanisms, and the target mechanisms, and the target 
temperature is difficult to control within a temperature is difficult to control within a 
narrow range of tolerabilitynarrow range of tolerability

►►An endovascular cooling system can An endovascular cooling system can 
maintain a target temperature within a maintain a target temperature within a 
narrow rangenarrow range

►►Target temperature at 32Target temperature at 32°°C, the risk of C, the risk of 
hypotension was increased over 6hypotension was increased over 6--fold fold 
compared with the other target compared with the other target 
temperatures (33temperatures (33°°C and 34C and 34°°C).C).

►►Mortality and neurologic outcomes were not Mortality and neurologic outcomes were not 
significantly differentsignificantly different



►►If hypotension develops during If hypotension develops during 
postresuscitationpostresuscitation care, the patient should care, the patient should 
receive treatment with receive treatment with inotropicsinotropics and fluids.and fluids.

►►The effects of this on the heart or brain The effects of this on the heart or brain 
need additional studyneed additional study

►►Multiple logistic regression models: Multiple logistic regression models: 
neurologic outcome, sex, cause of arrest, neurologic outcome, sex, cause of arrest, 
and age were relatedand age were related

Male, cardiac cause of arrest, and young in ageMale, cardiac cause of arrest, and young in age
-->good CPC >good CPC 
Tendency for a good CPC in male patients was Tendency for a good CPC in male patients was 
2020--fold greater than female patientsfold greater than female patients

►►LimitationsLimitations
small study populationsmall study population
Only in one institutionOnly in one institution
Rectal probe to monitor the patient's core Rectal probe to monitor the patient's core 
temperature(impactedtemperature(impacted stool or other causes)stool or other causes)

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

►►Risk of hypotension during therapeutic Risk of hypotension during therapeutic 
hypothermia maintenance was increased athypothermia maintenance was increased at
3232°°C.C.

►►Therapeutic hypothermia in patients with Therapeutic hypothermia in patients with 
ROSC after an outROSC after an out--ofof--hospital cardiac arrest, hospital cardiac arrest, 
the target temperature would be set at 33the target temperature would be set at 33°°C C 
or 34or 34°°CC

►►Further prospective randomized controlled Further prospective randomized controlled 
multicenter studies are needed in the futuremulticenter studies are needed in the future


